
Ravana Coin launched in Uniswap
Decentralized Network

Ravana Coin is now live on Uniswap! This

debut marks a milestone, providing an

easy & efficient trading option for the

DeFi community.

TOKYO, JAPAN, October 1, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Ravana Coin

made its trading debut on the

renowned decentralized exchange

platform, Uniswap, where it is now

available for trading. This marks a

significant milestone for the

cryptocurrency, offering an accessible

and efficient trading avenue for

participants within the decentralized

finance (DeFi) space. The introduction

of Ravana Coin on Uniswap facilitates

seamless exchange transactions,

allowing traders and investors alike to

acquire or dispose of the coin with

ease, utilizing the automated liquidity

provisions inherent to decentralized exchanges. 

A month ago, Ravana Coin seized a favorable opportunity by launching a cryptocurrency that is

backed by Japanese Government Bonds. The bond concerned is handled by Mizuho Corporate

Bank (formerly known as Dai-ichi Bank). This strategic move followed closely on the heels of new

legislation enacted by the Japanese Government formally recognizing and regulating businesses

dealing in stablecoins and cryptocurrency. Ravana Coin being the initial foray into the

Cryptocurrency space by Bitcoin Pvt Ltd in Japan, the next strategic move in this space would be

to looking into consolidating guarantees such as government bonds and issuing stablecoins

backed by the unparallel security offered by them. Discussions are currently underway with

major players in the space in Japan to efficiently structure such a proposition.

In this evolving space, Bitcoin Pvt Ltd is not alone; it stands alongside prominent entities such as
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Binance and the eminent Mitsubishi

UFJ Trust & Banking Corporation

(MUTB). Together, they are tapping into

Japan’s freshly unveiled cryptocurrency

market, leveraging the expansive

possibilities this novel frontier

presents.

Japan is actively exploring the initiation

of its inaugural stablecoins, a

development that has garnered

considerable attention in the financial

sector. This comes amidst rising

concerns observed by industry

insiders, who sense a diminishing

enthusiasm for cryptocurrencies in

Hong Kong. Emily Parker, CoinDesk's

Executive Director of Global Content,

who provided insights into the

unfolding scenario in Asia's digital

asset landscape.

Engaging with the vibrant and ever-expanding DeFi community, Ravana Coin is expected to

garner increased visibility and traction, paving the way for broader adoption and utilization in its

In Japan, cryptocurrency and

stablecoins herald a fusion

of tradition and innovation,

promising an era of financial

stability, growth, and

security leading to a resilient

economic landscape.”

Aiko Takahashi

specialized NFT-based ecosystem for precious gemstones.

Through this strategic listing, Ravana Coin not only

enhances its market presence but also fortifies its

commitment to providing a secure, transparent, and

innovative digital asset for the timeless gemstone trade.

Ancient Lanka, often hailed as the “Treasure Island”, boasts

a rich history intertwined with the vibrant trade of precious

gemstones. The island's tryst with gems dates back over

5,000 years, with ancient traders being drawn to its

bountiful deposits of sapphires, rubies, and various other

luminous stones. Historical texts and folklore alike are peppered with tales of these sparkling

treasures, often attributing mystical powers and immense value to them.

The legendary Silk Route, a vital ancient trade route, played a significant role in the

dissemination of Lankan gems across distant lands, with these coveted stones finding their way

into the coffers of royalty and the elite. It is also said that King Solomon wooed the Queen of

Sheba with an enchanting Cashmere Blue Sapphire from Lankapura, underscoring the timeless
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allure of these exquisite geological

marvels. Over the millennia, the island

has steadfastly preserved its legacy as

a premier source of some of the finest

precious color stones known to

humanity, with its ancient gem mines

continuing to yield dazzling treasures

to this day.

Ravana Coin is set to revolutionize the

gemstone industry by being exclusively

utilized within an NFT-based ecosystem

designed for the validation,

authentication, and trading of precious

gemstones. This innovative approach

marries cutting-edge technology with a

trade that has a rich history dating

back thousands of years, to the eras of

King Ravana and King Solomon and. 

The unique digital asset will facilitate

secure and verifiable transactions of precious stones, offering unparalleled assurance to buyers

and sellers alike. By leveraging blockchain technology, Ravana Coin will provide a transparent

and immutable ledger of gemstone transactions, thereby ensuring that each stone's provenance

and authenticity are indisputable and traceable back to its origins. This synergy of ancient trade

and modern technology promises to bring unprecedented integrity and efficiency to the vibrant

and timeless gemstone market.

For millennia, precious gemstones have been revered as not just symbols of wealth and luxury,

but also as steadfast stores of value. These treasures of the earth have witnessed empires rise

and fall, silently retaining their allure and worth through the annals of time. With the advent of

Ravana Coin and the innovative application of NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens), Bitcoin Pvt Ltd is

ushering the esteemed gemstone industry into a new digital renaissance.

Ravana Coin, in conjunction with NFTs, introduces an unparalleled layer of transparency and

authentication to the provenance of each gemstone. This synergy of technology and tradition

ensures that the lineage of every precious stone is not only meticulously recorded but also

indelibly linked to a secure and immutable digital asset. With the employment of blockchain

technology, the journey of a gemstone from its origin to its current holder is documented with

unerring accuracy, offering an indisputable proof of authenticity and value.

Bitcoin Pvt Ltd recognizes the inestimable worth embedded in these glittering fragments of

history and seeks to enhance their value proposition with the infusion of cutting-edge



technology. Through Ravana Coin and NFTs, the company is not merely facilitating a secure and

efficient trade of these invaluable assets; it is also weaving a tapestry of trust and reliability that

is expected to redefine the contours of the gemstone industry. In this transformed landscape,

each gemstone’s tale of splendor and value is meticulously scribed onto the indomitable ledger

of blockchain, available for verification and reverence by connoisseurs and investors alike. Thus,

the age-old legacy of gemstones as a store of value is not just preserved but also amplified for

the modern era, thanks to the pioneering initiatives of Bitcoin Pvt Ltd.

Guide: How to trade Ravana Coin with Uniswap

https://ravanacoin.com/2023/10/01/trading-ravana-coin-with-usdt-or-other-cryptocurrencies-

using-uniswap-mobile-wallet/

Ravana Coin Uniswap Trading Page

https://ravanacoin.com/buy-trade-ravana-coin/
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Bitcoin Pvt Ltd
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